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Abstract

Data show that an increase in the Gini coefficient is associated with a falling bottom pB%
income share and an increasing top pT% income share where, e.g. pB = 40 and pT = 1. This
relationship, which we call the X inequality relationship, is pervasive in the sense that it is
observed in many countries, including the U.S., the U.K., France and others. The purpose of
this paper is (i) to construct a Schumpeterian growth model to explain the relationship, and
(ii) to identify/quantify factors behind it via calibration of the U.S economy. Our model gives
rise to a double-Pareto distribution of income as a result of entrant and incumbent innovations.
Its advantage is that it allows us to develop iso-Gini loci and iso-income share schedules in
a tractable way. Using a double-Pareto distribution as an approximation of an underlying
income distribution, calibration analysis revels that a declining business dynamism and fiscal
policy changes in the past decades played a significant role in generating the X inequality
relationship in the U.S.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1: The X inequality relationship in the U.S.,
the U.K. and France. Data Source: World Income
Inequality Database.
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In the literature on inequality, the Gini coef-
ficient and the top/bottom income shares are
often used to show how inequality evolves over
time and to make comparison among coun-
tries. Although they show different aspects
of inequality, they seem to move in a certain
systematic way. A clue is provided by Leigh
(2007) who demonstrates that the Gini and the
top income shares in particular have a strong
positive relationship in 13 countries.1 Using
data, Atkinson, Piketty and Saez (2011) also
show that the top income shares can have siz-
able impacts on the Gini coefficient for the
whole economy, despite that the number of in-
come earners in the top 1% is very small rel-
ative to the total population. Such a close
link between the Gini and the income shares
is intuitive. However, it is not clear what
economic forces drive them to move in a way
data show. Viewed this way, several interest-
ing questions arise. Are such co-movements
inevitable? What economic mechanisms are
working to make their relationship so strong?
What about the bottom income shares? Do
they move along with the Gini coefficient as
well? If so (it is indeed as shown below),
how one can explain the triangle relationship
among the Gini coefficient and the top/bottom
income shares? In addition, top incomes are
known to follow a Pareto distribution. What
role does it play in forming such relation-
ships? The present paper represents an effort
to approach those questions from the Schum-
peterian perspective, pioneered by Aghion and
Howitt (1992) and others, with a focus on the
role of innovation.2

Panel (a) of Figure 1 shows how the Gini
coefficient is related to the top 1% and bottom
30% income shares in the U.S. The former is
about twice as large as the latter. The starting
and end years, 1962 and 2019, are located near
the left and right axes, respectively, meaning
that the Gini coefficient increases in that pe-

1The author even argues that the income shares are “a good substitute” of the Gini coefficient if the latter is
not available.

2See Aghion, Akcigit and Howitt (2014) for a survey on the literature.
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riod with a dip in early years. The top 1% income share moves along with the Gini, so that the
scatter plots over the period shows a positive trend. In sharp contrast, the bottom 30% income
share is negatively and more tightly related to the Gini coefficient. Putting them together, what
we may call the X inequality relationship clearly emerges. The U.K. data are shown in Panel (b)
of Figure 1 over the 1980-2019 period. The X inequality relationship exits, though not as strongly
as in the U.S. This result may not be surprising, given that those English-speaking countries are
known to share an increasing trend in the Gini and the top income shares in particular. What
is somewhat surprising is the case of France in Panel (c), which is often referred to as a con-
trasting case. Inequality measures of some continental European countries, including France, are
known to move differently from those of the Anglo-Saxon countries. Despite this, the X inequality
relationship is clearly visible.

To explore the relationship further, Table 1 shows correlation coefficients between the Gini
coefficient and the top/bottom income shares for 24 countries. Data periods are given in column
(1), and column (2) indicates whether the linear trend of the Gini coefficient over the period is
positive or negative. Columns (3)-(7) show correlation coefficients between the Gini coefficient
and the top income shares. Correlation between the Gini coefficient and the bottom income shares
are given in columns (8)-(12). Negative values are shown in red. Grayed cells indicate that the
null hypothesis of zero correlation cannot be rejected at a 5% significance level. Inspecting the
table, four observations can be made. First, it is immediately clear that correlation is dominantly
positive for the top income shares and negative for the bottom income shares, implying the X
inequality relationship. It is so even if grayed cells are ignored. Second, the bordered cells for
the U.S., the U.K. and France correspond to Figures 1. There are many countries with the X
inequality relationship as strong as or even stronger than that of the three countries. This suggests
that the X relationship is a widely observed phenomenon. Third, there is no grayed cells and
“wrongly” signed cells in the bottom income shares. It implies that a negative correlation in the
bottom income shares is more likely to occur than a positive correlation in the top income shares.3

Fourth, the absolute values of correlation coefficients get higher, as the income share increases.
While it is because the Gini coefficient is susceptible to changes in the middle income range,
correlation coefficients in the bottom 10% are more than 0.8 in absolute value except for Greece.

At the backdrop of these observations, the present paper makes several contributions. First,
we develop a Schumpeterian growth model which can account for the X inequality relationship.
In the model, entrant and incumbent innovations drive growth and generate income inequality.
In particular, we derive a double-Pareto distribution of income distribution, which is used as
an approximation of an observed distribution. It consists of what we call the Left and Right
distributions connected at mode. A double-Pareto distribution has two Pareto exponents, each
for the Left and Right distributions.4 Indeed, there are studies which provide evidence in support
of such approximation (see below).

An advantage of this approximation-based approach is that we can derive iso-Gini loci, iso-top
income share loci and iso-bottom income share loci in a tractable way in the space of those two
Pareto exponents. These tools make it possible to examine how the top/bottom income shares
are related to the Gini coefficient in an intuitive way. They also allow us to explore economic
mechanisms working behind the X relationship in a simple way. Admittedly, any approxima-
tion, including ours, causes loss of information of the underlying phenomenon. To examine what

3In an earlier version of the paper, correlation coefficients of bottom 1% and 5% were included. However, many
of the corresponding income shares are revised to zero as of writing (including the USA) as the dataset is updated.

4In the literature, a double-Pareto distribution would typically arise if income follows a geometric brownian
motion with Poisson “death”, matched by “birth” of entrepreneurs entering at a single point of a given profit. We
depart from this perspective in that no geometric brownian motion is assumed.
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information is retained/lost, we use the disaggregated data of 100% national income in the US
developed by Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). The result shows that the trends of inequality
indices, required to analyze the X inequality indices, are well preserved though their levels seem
affected. In this sense, a double-Pareto distribution seems suited to approximate an observed
distribution.

Our second contribution is related to identification/quantification of factors behind the X
inequality relationship in calibration analysis. The model is calibrated to the U.S. economy, using
innovation-related data. Our result shows that a declining business dynamism, captured by a
fall in new firm entry rate as well as decreasing R&D productivity levels, is a major contributor
to the X relationship. Falling corporate income taxes were also found important in line with
Nallareddy, Rouen and Serrato (2018). Business dynamism is a driver of income growth via
creating new products/jobs and reallocating resources from obsolete production units to more
efficient ones. Its declining trend since the 1980s in the U.S. is a focus of several studies (e.g.
see Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda (2014), Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda
(2016b) and Akcigit and Ates (2019b)). It is feared that a falling business dynamism generates
less opportunities to climb income ladders and less vibrant social mobility, exacerbating inequality
(see Fikri, Lettieri and Reyes (2017) and Furman and Orszag (2018)). Our result indeed confirms
such concern.

As our third contribution, we introduce a new approach of modeling incumbent innovations
as a driver of income inequality. The top 1% (and even smaller percent) incomes follows a Pareto
distribution, and one of its important characteristics is a heavy tail. If an innovation-driven
growth model is to capture this property, profits of some firms stretch to near infinity, despite
that the total profits are finite. A challenge is to introduce such extremely large profits in an
otherwise standard R&D model based on the homothetic utility/production functions. Acemoglu
and Cao (2015) tackles this problem by developing a “lab-equipment” model. In their model,
however, entrants earn a greater profit (which could be very large) than a previous incumbent
upon entry, though imitators always start at a profit level below the average. In contrast, in our
model entrants start from low profit, located in the Left distribution, and they can earn a huge
profit only after a series of successful incumbent innovations.5 Jones and Kim (2018) sidestep
the issue by assuming that profits are proportional to human capital that follows a stochastic
growth process. More importantly, the study limits the role of innovations to causing firm exits,
complemented with the assumption that incumbent firms do not conduct R&D. We take a step
further by introducing entrant as well as incumbent innovations in shaping a Pareto distribution.
Incumbent innovations drive an exponential growth of income, enabling successful entrepreneurs
to earn extremely high incomes, whereas entrant firms cause creative destruction, which keep the
collapse of income distribution in check. Our approach is inspired by a pioneering work of Klette
and Kortum (2004), as explained below. Note that Jones and Kim (2018) and our work are both
consistent with the observation of Smith, Yagan, Zidar and Zwick (2019) that a major source of
top income is “pass-through” entrepreneurial profits, which accrue as returns to human capital,
rather than capital income. Our approach of taking profits as an important source of increasing
inequality is also supported by Barkai (2020). The study provides evidence that a large increase
in pure profits contributed to a declining income shares of labour and capital in the U.S.

5In terms of modeling approach, our model can be best viewed as complementing Acemoglu and Cao (2015)
because we assume labour as an input for R&D. In models with R&D workers, the CES functions are often used to
model expansion of variety goods (see Romer (1990)), and the Cobb-Douglas utility/production functions are often
assumed for quality improvement of goods (see Aghion and Howitt (1992) and Grossman and Helpman (1991)).
The CES function is used for quality improvement in Li (2001) for the first time, developed further by Li (2003)
and used by others including Dinopoulos and Segerstrom (2010).
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In the model, there is a continuum of measure J > 1 of final output, produced using a
unit continuum of intermediate goods. A monopoly firm run by an entrepreneur earn profits
from producing intermediate goods. To model a Pareto distribution, profits of some firms must
increase to near infinity. This poses a difficulty in building an otherwise standard R&D model
with the homothetic production function. We solve the issue, resorting to a valuable insight of
Klette and Kortum (2004) that the number of intermediate goods can be treated as countable, i.e.
1, 2, 3, · · · in a continuum of product space. Countability implies that there are infinitely many
products that are potentially produced by monopoly. Because of this property, some firms can
earn disproportionately large profits even in the [J × 1] intermediate product space.

Turning to R&D activities, there are entrant and incumbent innovations, both of which im-
prove quality of intermediate goods. In particular, entrant innovations render existing goods
obsolete. Upon successful innovation, entrepreneurs enter a given intermediate product industry
where they start producing some products. After entry, they engage in further R&D as incum-
bents. As long as entrant innovations do not arrive in their industries, their profits continue to
increase without limit. This is the expanding force that stretches the income distribution in the
direction of infinity. However, they exit the market and their products become obsolete if they
are hit by entrant innovation. Some of those goods are replaced by new products and others
become available as competitive goods. This is the contracting force which prevents the income
distribution from collapsing in steady state.

A double-Pareto distribution has two parameters, which we call the Left and Right exponents.
They are endogenously determined and depends on Poisson rates of entrant and incumbent innova-
tions. In turn, those Poisson rates are determined by incentives for R&D, entrant and incumbent,
as in a standard Schumpeterian model. Based on iso-Gini, iso-top pT% income share and iso-
bottom pB% income share loci (e.g. pT = 1 and pB = 40), we identify the areas where the X
relationship emerges in the space spanned by the two Pareto exponents. Using those loci and the
resulting equilibrium conditions, comparative statics analysis can be easily conducted, and they
show how the Gini coefficient and the top/bottom income shares respond to parameter changes.
In addition, our model can accommodate contrasting results of Jones and Kim (2018) and Aghion,
Akcigit, Bergeaud, Blundell and Hémous (2019) regarding entrant innovations. The former pre-
dicts that entrant innovations reduce top income inequality because they destroy monopoly rents
and induce exists of incumbent firms. According to the latter study, on the other hand, entrant
innovations can increase top income inequality.6 In our model, the both case can arise, depending
upon parameters, at least on the theoretical level.

There are studies on a double-Pareto distribution. Reed (2001) argues that size distribution
of some economic variables, including income, exhibits a double-Pareto distribution. In addition,
using U.S. data drawn from the Current Population Survey (2000–2009) and the Panel Study of
Income Dynamics (1968–1993), Toda (2012) establishes that personal labour income conditioned
on education experiences follows a double-Pareto distribution. Toda (2011) also demonstrates
that U.S. male wage in 1970-1993 appears to follow a double-Pareto distribution once its trend
is removed. In addition, Toda and Walsh (2015) show that cross-sectional U.S. consumption
(quarterly data in 1979-2004) obeys the power law in both the upper and lower tails. As far as
the lower and upper tails of income are concerned, Reed (2003) and Reed and Wu (2008) argue
that the lower and upper tails of incomes exhibit a Pareto distribution, though the middle range
is best captured by log-normal distribution. In an early study, Champernowne (1953) considers
that the lower tail follows a Pareto distribution.

6On the other hand, Aghion et al. (2019) and Aghion, Akcigit, Hyytinen and Toivanen (2017) show that
innovation is inclusive in the sense that it promotes social mobility.
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Turning to the literature, Jones and Kim (2018) is closely related to our study, as mentioned
above. Their analysis is based on a Schumpeterian growth model mainly to examine how innova-
tion affects the top 1% income share. Aghion et al. (2019) also develop a model where innovation
plays a role in shaping top 1 % income inequality. Another related study is Acemoglu and Cao
(2015) which extends a standard Schumpeterian model by introducing entrant and incumbent
R&D. They show that the firm size measured by sales follows a Pareto distribution. In contrast
to those studies, our model uses a double-Pareto distribution as an approximation of the entire
income distribution and explores the X inequality relationship. In addition to those studies in the
Schumpeterian framework, there are competitive models which account for a Pareto distribution
of income. An important contribution is made by Aoki and Nirei (2017) and Nirei (2009). Gabaix
and Landier (2008) can also cited in this vein, given that they develop a competitive assignment
model. Gabaix, Lasry, Lions and Moll (2016) extends a random growth model to account for
fast rise in top income.7 Our model is also related to Klette and Kortum (2004) because their
insight plays a crucial role in generating a Pareto distribution. Their model is Schumpeterian with
incumbent firms expanding the portfolio of products through innovation. Entrant innovation also
exists but is not drastic enough to cause outright exit of incumbent firms, and assumptions are
such that firm distribution follows a logarithmic rather than Pareto distribution. The model is
widely used in research. For example, Lentz and Mortensen (2008) use it to explore the link
between growth and resource reallocation. Akcigit and Kerr (2018) is another study of entrant
and incumbent innovation. They show that the firm distribution matters for long-run growth.
More recently, Peters (2020) shows that entry mitigates misallocation of resources in a growing
economy.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a basic structure of the model,
taking entrant and incumbent innovation as given. It shows the emergence of a double-Pareto
distribution of profit income. In Section 3, we derive iso-Gini and iso-income share contours.
Section 4 endogenizes entrant and incumbent innovations. We conduct comparative statics in
Section 5. Calibration analysis is developed in Section 6 to identify contributing factors behind
the X inequality relationship in the U.S. Section 7 concludes.

2 A Schumpeterian Profit Distribution with Pareto Tails

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the emergence of a profit distribution with Pareto
tails in our Schumpeterian model in the simplest possible setting. For this end, the model is
developed here, taking the incentive structure of production and R&D activities as given. This
allows us to highlight key mechanisms of the model.

2.1 The Basic Model Settings

Consumers are risk-neutral with no saving. Her instantaneous utility is given by

U = e
1
J

∫ J
0 lnYjdj , J ≥ 1 (1)

where Yj is differentiated final output j. We assume that Yj is competitively produced with a
continuum of intermediate goods yji according to

lnYj =

∫ 1

0
ln qjiyjidi, qji = λkji , λ > 1, kji = 0, 1, 2, ... (2)

7There are studies on a Pareto distribution of wealth. For example, see Benhabib, Bisin and Zhu (2011).
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<latexit sha1_base64="8mDQS6KO51S4iTUKOQleps32GIc=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="iKygGPsyWv47qMYTCUKA667MwZM=">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</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="o3ZYYyuvkHhYeHtsjhQN9ep+rcs=">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</latexit>

hi

<latexit sha1_base64="O1DLl1rkk+f8rnrHde5yjmXeVUk=">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</latexit>

Entrant
<latexit sha1_base64="ireodM1d/OsO3eLZzboL/x4a9Cc=">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</latexit>

innovation
<latexit sha1_base64="EDAakjZ1tYJNY/Dzl7+dxqPGMi0=">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</latexit>z }| {

<latexit sha1_base64="It9Er7oHP5jQTtQfU3Ac3KSFib4=">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</latexit>

Incumbent
<latexit sha1_base64="ireodM1d/OsO3eLZzboL/x4a9Cc=">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</latexit>

innovation

Figure 2: If an entrepreneur succeeds in entrant R&D, she starts with hi

number of monopoly goods in intermediate good industry i. After entry
the entrepreneur generates further innovation as an incumbent.

where qji is the quality level of yji. Intermediate product firms conduct R&D to increase kji,
and the highest quality products are always used for final output production. Quality innovations
allow monopoly firms to produce some intermediate goods and earn profits. In this section, we
use π to denote (net) profit per intermediate product and take π as given.

Consider an intermediate goods industry i in Figure 2. yji is a product i used to produce
final output j, and it is assumed to be specific to a product j. That is, yji is a different product
from yj′i, j′ ̸= j, and their quality improvement requires separate successful innovations. In an
intermediate product industry i, a single monopoly firm operates along with competitive firms. We
also assume that a monopoly firm, run by an entrepreneur, produces multiple products (not all)
in i. A firm initially produces a continuum of hi < J products when it enters an industry i after
successful entrant R&D. All other products in i are competitively produced (more explanation on
the entry/exit process through creative destruction later). After entry, a firm conducts R&D to
further increase the quality of competitive products in i to become their sole producer. Let us
use ni to denote that number of products the firm produces in i. It is equivalent to

ni = hi +mi (3)

which consists of hi and mi, the latter of which is materialized through incumbent R&D. We also
use ci to denote the remaining goods in i that are competitively produced.

To introduce a Pareto distribution of profits in this otherwise standard Schumpeterian model,
we use an insight of Klette and Kortum (2004) that mi can be treated as countable, i.e. mi =
0, 1, 2, 3, · · · in a continuum of product space in i. Countability of mi has two implications. First,
there are infinitely many products that are potentially produced by monopoly, no matter how large
it is. Second, “most” of products in i are competitively produced. This applies to all intermediate
goods industries i ∈ [0, 1]. The state of a firm in industry i is completely characterized by
ni. Indeed, some monopoly firms are lucky enough to produce an exceptionally large number of
products, earning overly huge profits. This is one of the prominent features necessary to generate
a Pareto distribution.

Let N denote the number of monopoly products in the economy. Similarly, the number of
competitive products in i is given by C. Then, N =

∫ 1
0 nidi and C =

∫ 1
0 cidi hold. Given that a
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single monopoly firm produces multiple products in each intermediate industry, N is equivalent
to the average number of products produced by monopoly firms.8 We also require

J = C +N. (4)

Note that ni can be exceptionally large to generate a Pareto distribution and this feature is
accommodated in (4) because the average of ni is finite, as will be established.

The economy is characterized by a turnover of monopoly firms through entry/exit, caused
by creative destruction of intermediate products. Consider potential entrant firms conducting
R&D. We assume that an entrant R&D success follows a Poisson process with an arrival rate
of gE , which is taken as given in this section. It is undirected in the sense that an industry is
randomly chosen from i ∈ [0, 1] to implement successful innovation. This assumption simplifies
analysis, but it also captures in a simple way an unpredictable nature of R&D outcomes.9 To
introduce a drastic nature of creative destruction, we assume that all of the previous incumbent
products in i are rendered obsolete by entrant innovation in the same intermediate industry.10

The “death” of firms due to entrant R&D is the contracting force of the income distribution, which
prevents its collapse in steady state. A successful entrant in turn increases the quality level of
a continuum of hi products, which are randomly allocated to her.11 We proceed in two steps
regarding the assumption of hi. First, we assume that the value of hi is assumed to be constant
for all intermediate goods industries, though its location in Figure 2 is random. In this case, a
profit income follows a Pareto distribution. In the second step, the Pareto distribution in the first
case is interpreted as the right part of the entire distribution. The left part arises once the value
of hi is randomly distributed in addition to randomness of its location in the figure.

As mentioned above, after entry incumbent firms engage in R&D to improve quality of com-
petitive goods in their own industries. Incumbent R&D in industry i makes it possible to expand
the portfolio of the firm’s products stochastically with the Poisson arrival rate of gI per product.
In this section, we take gI as given. The “per product” assumption plays a crucial role in gener-
ating a Pareto distribution in the right tail. To illustrate this point, consider an incumbent firm
with ni products. The arrival rate of incumbent innovation is now given by12

gIni. (5)

Its salient feature is that the more products are improved in quality, the higher the arrival rate
of an additional innovation. This is the expanding force of the profit distribution.

There are two things worth mention regarding the assumption (5). First, it means that the
rate of innovation is different among firms. Initially, incumbent innovation occurs at a lower rate
because ni is low. But as more and more innovations are generated, income growth accelerates.

8An incumbent in i will be indifferent between incumbent and entrant R&D. We assume that incumbents invest
in R&D in her own industry only for simplicity.

9A well-known example of this type of uncertainty is a microwave oven, which was invented from radar technology
for military purposes. The Internet and GPS are also byproducts of military R&D expenditure. Viagra is an
example of a commercial product which was originally created for different purposes. A similar assumption is used
in Kortum (1997) and Acemoglu, Akcigit, Alp, Bloom and Kerr (2018).

10The large creative destruction effect is reported by Guvenen, Ozkan and Song (2014). Using U.S. data, they
show that the distribution of unfavorable shocks to the rich is left-skewed, meaning that the richer is more likely
to be hit by shocks. Akcigit and Kerr (2018) and Aghion et al. (2019) also provide evidence for entrants’ drastic
innovation, using patent data.

11That is, the location of a continuum hi in Figure 2 is random. Hence, some of the previous incumbent products
may be included in the initial product portfolio of an entrant.

12As will be explained in more detail, ni in (5) corresponds to the number of R&D projects rather than a positive
externality.
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<latexit sha1_base64="zw0zTpDUkOWZ4fQpW3AVN0r2fTo=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="1IvXSE1EFKf1jCiapnAkYezYaE0=">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</latexit>|{z}

<latexit sha1_base64="pa3xhQskCBy/Bp7J54i/Ue5BoZA=">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</latexit>

�z
<latexit sha1_base64="0W2qzQPzp1pfVGEAqiSC8xSLOhw=">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</latexit>

z

<latexit sha1_base64="Im924JaDRme3lRdgRgw/m4DDY6w=">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</latexit>

C(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="Kks1RviL7CFJermBK7X4QNBef6s=">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</latexit>

(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="sEmWaSFPFrWyq/oI/ce84xXa5YQ=">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</latexit>

(2)
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fR(z)

Figure 3: The Right distribution of entrepreneurial income. An arrow (1)
indicates entrepreneurs earning more profits and moving rightward in the
distribution.

This result is consistent with the finding of Piketty et al. (2018) who show that the average
annual growth of income is increasing in income percentiles in the U.S. in 1980-2014 with a grow
rate accelerating above the top 1%.13 Second, as we will establish, the number of products ni is
distributed according to a double-Pareto distribution in equilibrium, and hence so is gIni. This
is in line with Guvenen, Karahan, Ozkan and Song (2015) which show that growth of earnings is
double-Pareto distributed, using a large U.S. panel data set. Third, the assumption also captures
heterogeneity of firm growth among, stressed by Luttmer (2011) and Gabaix et al. (2016).

2.2 Step I: Pareto Distribution of Profit Income

Taking π as given, define
zi = niπ (6)

as the total (net) profit earned by an entrepreneur in an intermediate good industry i.
Assume that the value of hi is fixed at h, i.e.

z = hπ ∀i. (7)

All entrant firms start from the initial profit z. After entry, firms engage in R&D to increase the
range of products they produce according to (5). Whenever innovation occurs, the total profit
increases by π, and its expected increase during ∆t is given by

∆zi = π {1× nigI∆t+ 0× ni (1− gI∆t)} = zigI∆t. (8)

It shows that total profit geometrically grows and can be very large. This section derives the
distribution of zi. In Figure 3, (8) corresponds to the rightward movement of an entrepreneur, as
indicated by arrow (1). On the other hand, there is always a possibility that entrant innovation
occurs, causing exits of incumbents, which is captured by arrow (2) in the figure.

13See Figure II on p.579 of Piketty et al. (2018).
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Given these assumptions, we denote the cumulative distribution function of z by FR (z, t)
which depends on time t. Define its counter cumulative distribution as

C (z, t) = FR (∞, t)− FR (z, t) . (9)

Now, consider how C (n, t) changes during a small time interval ∆t:14

C (z, t+∆t)− C (z, t) = [C (z −∆z, t)− C (z, t)]− gE∆tC (z, t) . (10)

On the LHS is the total change in C (n, t) which is decomposed into two terms on the RHS. The
first term captures an inflow of firms into C (z, t) due to an increase in z through incumbent
R&D, captured by the shared area. The second term is a flow of existing firms due to entrant
innovations. Rearranging the equation using (8), and then letting ∆t → 0 gives

dC (z, t)

dt
= zgI

(
−dC (z, t)

dz

)
− gEC (z, t)

In steady state, C (z, t) is constant. Therefore, solving the resulting differential equation using
(9), we end up with

FR (z) = FR (∞)

[
1−

(z
z

)−ζ
]
, fR (z) = FR (∞)

ζ

zζ
z−ζ−1 (11)

where
ζ ≡ gE

gI
> 1. (12)

fR (z) gives the number of entrepreneurs earning z. We have FR (∞) = 1 for a constant h.15

In particular, it is a Pareto distribution with the Pareto exponent ζ, which is assumed to be
greater than one because it is required for a finite mean of z. This demonstrates that the power
law exponent is determined by the two key variables in our Schumpeterian model. A higher
Poisson rate gE raises the exponent ζ, meaning that the right tail gets thiner. This is intuitive
because 1/gE is the average period of earning profits, which means that monopoly rents are lost
more frequently for a higher gE . On the other hand, a higher growth of incumbent profits via
gI reduces the Pareto exponent, making the right tail thicker. This is because entrepreneurs
monopolize more products for a given period of time, moving faster rightward in Figure 3.

2.3 Step II: The Entire Distribution of Profit Income

The Pareto distribution in the previous section is derived under the assumption that the initial
profit z is the same for all entrant firms. Indeed, there is no reason why it should be the case, and
it seems more natural to assume that the entry level of profits differ. It may be due to uncertainty
of R&D activities in general or it may be caused by the timing of launching new products, regional
characteristics and even business cycles. Due to those uncertain factors, the distribution of profits
would extend below z. Some entrepreneurs are lucky enough to start near z, while unlucky ones
are far off z.16

To capture this observation, we introduce an additional uncertainty into R&D by randomizing
initial profit levels of entrant firms. More specifically, dropping the subscript i for simplicity,

14Derivation here is based on Jones and Kim (2018).
15Remember that there is a single monopoly firm in each intermediate goods industry i ∈ [0, 1].
16Arguably the assumption is more realistic because many self-employed can also be found in the bottom part

of the income distribution.
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we assume that the value of h is randomly drawn for entrant firms upon successful innovation
according to

FH (h; Θ) , fH (h; Θ) , h ∈
(
h, h

]
, h ≥ 0 (13)

where Θ is a set of parameters of the assumed distribution. FH (.) and fH (.) are the cumulative
distribution and density functions of h. Note that z defined in (7) is now the maximum start-
ing profit for entrant firms. In what follows, we derive the distribution of z = hπ for z ≤ z.
Conveniently, the distribution (11) is still valid for z < z.17

Making use of (6) and (13) and by changing the variables, let us rewrite fH (h) in terms of z
as

ϕ (z; Θ) =
fH

( z
π
; Θ
)

π
, z ∈ (z, z]

where z = hπ and z = hπ. Then,

Φ (z; Θ) =

∫ z

z
ϕ (s; Θ) ds, Φ (z; Θ) = 1 (14)

is the probability that the initial profit for entrant firms is equal to z or less.
Now, use FL (z, t) to denote the cumulative distribution function of z for z < z. We call FL (z)

the Left distribution because it is relevant to the range of z ∈ (z, z]. Similarly, FR (z) is termed
the Right distribution for z ∈ (z,∞), and it is the same as (11).18 To derive the exact expression
of FL (z), consider how it changes during time interval ∆t:

FL (z, t+∆t)− FL (z, t) =

(a)︷ ︸︸ ︷
gE∆tFR (∞, t) Φ (z, t; Θ) +

(b)︷ ︸︸ ︷
gE∆t [FL (z̃, t)− FL (z, t)] Φ (z, t; Θ)

− gE∆tFL (z, t) [1− Φ (z, t; Θ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)

+ [FL (z −∆z, t)− FL (z, t)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(d)

(15)
This equation is best explained by using Figure 4 which shows the flows of firms.19 Entrant firms
always start at z ≤ z, and the exact entry profit is randomly determined by (13). After entry,
firms move rightward in the distribution due to their own incumbent R&D as long as they are
not hit by entrant innovation. Otherwise, they exit the market. Note that such exits can happen
anywhere in the distribution of z ∈ (z,∞). Also note that the total number of monopoly firms
must be such that

1 = FL (z) + FR (∞) . (16)

Let us explore sources of changes in FL (z). First consider the term (a) of (15). Due to entrant
innovations, the number of exiting firms coming from FR (∞) during ∆t is gE∆tFR (∞, t), out
of which a fraction Φ (z, t) flow into FL (z). Similarly, the term (b) represents an inflow of firms
from [FL (z, t)− FL (z, t)]. There are two sources of firm outflows. One is captured by the term
(c). Exiting firms are replaced with entrants which start between z and z. Another source is
incumbent R&D, which moves firms rightward in the distribution out of FL (z). The term (d)
represents this effect, which is captured by the shaded area in Figure 4.

As before, rearrangement and letting ∆t → 0 yield

dFL (z, t)

dt
=

dFL (z)

dz
+

ζ

z
FL (z)− ζ

z
Φ (z; Θ)

17Although z is not included, the validity of (11) does not change.
18Its derivation using (10) does not depend on the assumption of a constant h.
19In the figure, fL (z; Θ) > 0 is also possible.
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FL(z) � FL(z)

<latexit sha1_base64="+xmPDfDmG49GCo08dORTgKjKhTg=">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</latexit>

FR(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="T2UhLEye9W9eSYFUEOPYUgYlmiM=">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</latexit>

gEFR(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="+7VKg8rfYmokimhOo6J7jYDID68=">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</latexit>

(d)

<latexit sha1_base64="yHqUU1Lt6fGAs6IWXb0AlcQxx9Y=">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</latexit>

(a)

<latexit sha1_base64="mbGQrR9tN0uZXZ/K7kuoifaOAjk=">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</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="i2GVQcIeO8zxwvT0fKLVTGmTchc=">AAACanichVFNLwNBGH66vuuruBCXRpfUpZklQZyEi2O1qhKk2R2jNra7m91pExp/wM1JoicSEfEzXPwBBz9BuFXi4uDd7SaC4J3MzDPPvM87z8wYrmX6krHHmNLW3tHZ1d0T7+3rHxhMDA1v+E7V46LAHcvxNg3dF5Zpi4I0pSU2XU/oFcMSReNgJdgv1oTnm469Lg9dsVPRy7a5Z3JdElVU1TSfVtVSIsUyLIzkT6BFIIUosk7iGtvYhQOOKioQsCEJW9DhU9uCBgaXuB3UifMImeG+wDHipK1SlqAMndgDGsu02opYm9ZBTT9UczrFou6RMolJ9sBuWJPds1v2xN5/rVUPawReDmk2WlrhlgZPRvNv/6oqNEvsf6r+9Cyxh4XQq0ne3ZAJbsFb+trRWTO/mJusT7FL9kz+L9gju6Mb2LVXfrUmcg3E6QO078/9E2zMZLS5zOzaTGppOfqKboxjAml673ksYRVZFEJ3pzhHI/aiDCtjyngrVYlFmhF8CUX9AHSeiwY=</latexit>

(c)

Figure 4: The Left distribution of entrepreneurial income. The arrows
indicate exit of firms and entry of new firms. z is the boarder line net
profit between the Left and Right distributions.

where (8) and (16) are used. The last term captures the effect of “birth” of entrant firms. Utilizing
condition of the LHS being zero in steady state, one can confirm that the solution to the above
differential equation is

FL (z; Θ) = ζ
B (z; Θ)

zζ
, B (z; Θ) =

∫ z

z
sζ−1Φ (s; Θ) ds (17)

where Θ is made explicit in FL (z). Naturally, the Left distribution FL (z; Θ) depends on Φ (z; Θ),
i.e. the distribution of initial profits of entrant firms. Its associated density is

fL (z; Θ) =
ζ

z
[Φ (z; Θ)− FL (z; Θ)] . (18)

Having derived (18), the question arises: how is it related to (11)? The answer is that the
density is continuous at z in the following sense:

fL (z; Θ) = fR (z) (19)

Indeed, it is easy to confirm this equality, using the second equation of (11), (16) and (18). In
addition, note that FL (z; Θ) and FR (z) must satisfy the condition that an inflow of firms into
FL (z) must be matched by an outflow out of it in steady state. The former is given by gEFR (∞)
during dt because all entrants must start at or below z. Making use of this flow condition,
Appendix A derives an outflow of firms crossing the borderline z from FL (z) to FR (∞), and
shows that equating those flows gives

1 =

∫ z

z

(
1

gIζ

(z
z

)ζ
+ 1

)
fL (z; Θ) dz. (20)

This is the condition which relates ζ and gI to the distribution parameters Θ. It is an equilibrium
condition which consistently links the Left and Right distributions of profit income. Note that Θ
can consist of multiple parameters (e.g. mean and standard deviation for log-normal distribution,
right-truncated at z).
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2.4 Double-Pareto Distribution

The exact shape of the left distribution FL (z; Θ) depends on Φ (z; Θ), and hence the assumed
function of fH (h; Θ). To fix our idea, let us consider

fH (h) =
ξhξ−1

h
ξ

, ξ > 1, h = 0, (21)

in what follows. This is a Pareto distribution of h with Θ ≡ ξ. We assume ξ > 1 to ensure that
the density is strictly increasing. It is strictly concave for 1 < ξ < 2, linear for ξ = 2 and convex
for ξ > 2. Therefore, entrant entrepreneurs are more likely start with lower profit income as ξ
falls. In this sense, a lower ξ exacerbates inequality in the left tail.20

Under this assumption, (20) is reduced to

ξ =
1

gI
− ζ. (22)

This condition endogenously determines the value of ξ for given gI and ζ, which is consistent with
flows of firms/entrepreneurs in the entire distribution of profit income. In particular, the Pareto
exponents are negatively related, and its implications will be discussed below. Using (12) and
(22), ξ can be expressed in terms of Poisson rates of innovation

ξ =
1− gE
gI

(23)

When (22) holds, z is now distributed according to

F (z) =





FL (z) =
ζ

ξ + ζ

(z
z

)ξ
0 < z ≤ z

FL (z) + FR (z) = 1− ξ

ξ + ζ

(
z

z

)ζ

z < z < ∞
(24)

This is a double-Pareto distribution where z exactly obeys the Pareto law in both tails.21 F (z)
collapses to a right-tailed Pareto distribution FR (z) for ξ → ∞. Note that FL (z) = gE and
FR (∞) = 1 − gE . This implies that the proportion gE of all entrepreneurs are located in the
Left distribution and others are on the other side. The result is intuitive because a higher gE
means that creative destruction occurs more often so that more firms tend be found in the Left
distribution.

2.5 The Number of Monopoly Industries

In this section, we consider the determination of N which is the number of monopoly products in
the economy. We derive it by examining the number of intermediate products flowing into and
out of N . The approach will be turn out to be useful for later analysis.22

20This is reflected in the Gini coefficient calculated for fH (h) alone, which is 1/ (2ξ + 1).
21The associated density function is given by

f (z) =


ξζ

ξ + ζ
· z

ξ−1

zξ
0 < z < z

ξζ

ξ + ζ
· zζ

zζ+1
z ≤ z < ∞

22Alternatively, we can directly calculate N . Recall that ni, the number of monopoly products in a given
intermediate industry i, is related to the total profit z through (6). This relationship allows us to rewrite the
density functions in footnote 21 in terms of n. This method also allows us to derive (27).
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When an entrepreneur succeeds in entrant innovation in industry i, all incumbent products
become obsolete in the industry and their number is nigEdt during time dt. Integrating it over i
gives

∫ i
0 nigEdtdi = NgEdt which is the number of intermediate products flowing out of N . On

the other hand, an entrant creates h number of products in i. Given that h is random, its average
is ∫ h

0
hfH (h) dh =

hξ

ξ + 1
≡ ĥ

(
ξ;h
)
. (25)

Note that ĥ
(
ξ;h
)

may include goods produced by the previous incumbent, and we count them as
an inflow here. Therefore, ĥ

(
ξ;h
)
gEdt is an inflow of goods due to entrant innovation during dt.

In addition, new intermediate goods are created via incumbent R&D with an average flow of nigIdt
products being generated during dt in industry i. Integrating it over i gives

∫ 1
0 (nigIdt) di = NgI .

Equating inflows and outflows gives

NgEdt =
(
ĥgE +NgI

)
dt (26)

⇓

N =
hξζ

(ξ + 1) (ζ − 1)
≡ N

(
ξ, ζ;h

)
(27)

A higher h̄ raises N because h̄ determines the maximum number of monopoly products for entrant
firms. To develop an intuitive explanation of how ξ and ζ affect N , recall that N is equivalent
to the average number of products produced by monopoly firms. Consider ζ which is negatively
related to N . A higher ζ, caused by a higher gE for a given gI (see (12)), means that a turnover of
firms is relatively high, and hence the number of products per monopoly firm falls. On the other
hand, N rises as ξ increases. An intuitive account for it can be easily developed, using (23). It
shows that a higher ξ arises due to a lower gE for a given gI , implying a lower turnover of firms
in contrast to ζ. A finite value of N requires ζ > 1.

3 Inequality Measures

Using the double-Pareto distribution, we next demonstrate that the Gini coefficient and the
top/bottom income shares can be expressed in terms of the two Pareto exponents.

3.1 Iso-Gini Contours

It is straightforward, though tedious, to show that the Gini coefficient of (24) is given by

G =

∫ ∞

0
F (z) (1− F (z)) =

2
(
ξ2 + ξζ + ζ2

)
+ ξ − ζ

(2ξ + 1) (ξ + ζ) (2ζ − 1)
. (28)

One can confirm that G is decreasing both in ξ and ζ . Figure 5 draws an iso-Gini locus, which are
convex to (1, 1).23 Inequality measured by G falls as we move northeastward. To interpret its slope,
note that the Gini of the Right distribution would be 1/ (2ζ − 1) if FR (z) alone was considered
independently and calculated separately, and similarly 1/ (2ξ + 1) for FL (z) alone. This shows
that a higher ζ and ξ reduces the Gini within each side, and increasing ζ and reducing ξ is akin
to shifting inequality from the Right to the Left distribution. Following this interpretation, the
slope of an iso-Gini curve is the marginal rate of substitution between inequalities in the Left and

23See Appendix B for proof.
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<latexit sha1_base64="zw0zTpDUkOWZ4fQpW3AVN0r2fTo=">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</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="I04Hyqh4qPPT99hb4QzAN7MUnJU=">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</latexit>

iso-Gini

<latexit sha1_base64="FbQS3s3FxSfOwFDNRGeRPTdhAQM=">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</latexit>

iso-ST

<latexit sha1_base64="KTUbYUmEYCtDNmoKoMkz53OcZ+Q=">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</latexit>

iso-SB

<latexit sha1_base64="EVTAPw8EN7PDPiubp8ixssD8Dfs=">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</latexit>

A0
<latexit sha1_base64="X+iIe15Hh6jkRU8sJmIiTVq/ynw=">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</latexit>

Area 1

<latexit sha1_base64="htU03UiO7qbfhiJDRzFpNOh6N/s=">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</latexit>
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Area 3

Figure 5: The four areas divided by iso-SB and iso-ST curves. Starting
from A0, the X relationship holds in Areas 1 and 4.

Right distributions. A unit increase ζ (falling inequality in the Right distribution) requires a fall
in ξ (increasing inequality in the Left distribution) by the amount equivalent to the slope of an
iso-Gini curve for a given level of the Gini coefficient. A downward-sloping iso-Gini locus implies
that a fall in either ξ or ζ, taking the other Pareto exponent constant, necessarily increases the
Gini coefficient.

3.2 Top/Bottom Income Shares

The top/bottom income shares can also be easily calculated in our framework. For this, define
100p̄ with p̄ = F (z̄) as the percentile for z̄, the threshold income between the Left and Right
distributions. First consider the bottom 100pB% income share for p < p̄, which we use SB to
denote. Appendix C shows that it is defined by

SB = p
1+ 1

ξ

B

(
1− 1

ζ

)(
1 +

ξ

ζ

) 1
ξ

, for pB ≤ p̄,
∂SB

∂ξ
> 0,

∂SB

∂ζ
> 0. (29)

This equation allows us to draw an iso-SB curve in Figure 5, which shows different combinations
of (ξ, ζ) for a given (SB, pB). SB increases in ζ because its higher value means a thiner right tails.
BB is also increasing in ξ despite that the left tail gets thiner with it. Its reason is more involved,
but it is basically driven by the fact that net profit at the 100pB percentile increases with a higher
ξ.24 The signs of the derivatives in (29) imply that, holding pB constant, SB gets higher/lower in
the northeast/southwest area. This property will be exploited to examine how the income share
changes in response to parameter changes.

In the appendix, we also derive the top 100(1 − pT )% income share (e.g. 1 − pT = 0.01), ST

24The cumulative income up to 100pB is given by gIξζ
∫ zL(pB)

0

(z
z

)ξ

dz where zL (pB) = z
(

ξ+ζ
ζ

pB
) 1

ξ is the net
profit at 100pB percentile. It is increasing in ξ.
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for pT > p̄, which is defined by25

ST = (1− pT )
1− 1

ζ

1 +
1

ξ
(
1 +

ζ

ξ

) 1
ζ

, for pT ≥ p̄,
∂ST

∂ξ
< 0,

∂ST

∂ζ
< 0. (30)

This defines iso-ST loci in Figure 5, giving different combinations of (ξ, ζ) for a given (ST , 1− pT ).
An intuition for the signs of the derivatives are similar to the one given for (29). The derivatives
in (30) confirm that ST is larger/smaller in the southwest/northeast area for a constant pT .

Appendix C also demonstrates that an iso-ST curve is steeper than an iso-SB curve, giving rise
to a unique intersection point A0, as illustrated in Figure 5. The two curves divide the (ξ, ζ) space
into four areas. To interpret them, consider an economy located at A0. The following list gives
what happens as the economy moves from A0 to four regions, holding pB and 1− pT constant:

Area 1: SB falls, and ST increases.

Area 2: SB increases, and ST increases (i.e. the income share of the middle income range between
pB and pT falls).

Area 3: SB falls, and ST falls (i.e. the income share of the middle income range between pB and
pT rises).

Area 4: SB increases, and ST falls.

Those four cases allow us to explore how income shares respond to parameter changes.
The next task is to locate an iso-Gini curve passing through A0. Appendix D shows that if

pB and pT are sufficiently different from p̄, an iso-Gini is steeper than an iso-SB curve, but less
so than an iso-ST curve, as illustrated in Figure 5. A word “sufficiently” does not mean pB → 0
or pT → 1. In fact, an iso-Gini curve is sandwiched between two iso-income share curves for a
large range of values of pB and pT . For example, Toda (2012) obtains estimates of ζ = 2.34 and
ξ = 1.15 using U.S. data from the Current Population Survey (2000-2009). He also shows that
a calculated Gini coefficient based on those values is close to an actual value. Using the same
numbers, we have p̄ = 0.67 and the sandwiched case arises for pB ≤ 0.65 and 1− pT ≤ 1− 0.67,
which practically covers an almost entire range of values. In addition, our calibration analysis
below suggests that the sandwiched case is a norm.26

The X inequality relationship between the Gini coefficient and the top/bottom income share
in Table 1 corresponds to Areas 1 and 4 in Figure 5. Now consider again an economy at A0
in the figure. Further suppose that the economy moves to a random point in (ξ, ζ) space. It is
clear from the figure that the economy is more likely to end up in Areas 1 and 4 than other ares
because the iso-SB and iso-ST curves are downward-sloping, i.e. the X relationship is more likely
to occur than otherwise. Having said this, however, the economy does not move randomly, but
systematically according to economic incentives. To explore this, we need to endogenize R&D
activity.

25One can easily confirm SB =
ζ − 1

ξ + ζ
and ST =

ξ + 1

ξ + ζ
for p = p̄.

26Focussing upon the sandwiched case also allows us to avoid taxonomic analysis.
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Figure 6: Both panels use an income variable called “ptinc” (pre-tax national income; non-negative
values only) with a frequency varaible “dweght” in Piketty et al. (2018).

3.3 Data and a Double-Pareto Approximation

In general, an observed income distribution does not follow a particular distribution, and differ-
ent distributions are proposed to model it. Examples include exponential, lognormal, gamma,
Levy-stable, double-Pareto-lognormal, and they are considered as an approximation of a true
distribution at best.27 Similarly, we use a double-Pareto as an approximation of an underlying
income distribution. But before we move on, we consider the extent to which the double-Pareto
approximation is useful in understanding the X inequality relationship. For this, we use data of
Piketty et al. (2018). Its advantage is that it allows us to calculate summary statistics based on
disaggregated data of 100% national income in the U.S.

We first examine some properties relevant to our analysis. Panel (a) of Figure 6 shows a log-log
plot of the data for five-year intervals in 1970-2015. The threshold is set to the 55th percentile
and a tent map shape is clearly visible for all years.28 This visual inspection suggests that a
double-Pareto distribution is in the ballpark.

Having said this, however, approximation means loss of information by definition (more on
this later). In addition, a question remains on how to calculate the Left and Right tail Pareto
exponents. A possibility may be to choose a given threshold percentile which divides the entire
distribution into the Left and Right parts and calculate exponents, respectively. However, this
approach does not necessarily generate the best fit. Instead, we search different percentiles to
calculate ξ̂ and ζ̂ separately and choose the ones which meet the following conditions: (i) ξ̂ and ζ̂
are both greater than 1, and (ii) prediction errors measured by the coefficient of variation of root
mean square deviation is minimized in five percentile intervals. According to these criterion, we
found the 35th percentile as the upper threshold for the Left distribution and the 65th percentile
as the lower threshold for the Right distribution in the 1981-2016 period. Panel (b) shows the
maximum likelihood estimates of ξ and ζ based on those percentiles. A clear downward trend is
noticeable for ζ̂. This means that the Gini coefficient tends to increase according to (28). On the

27See Toda (2012) for some references.
28The tent map shape does not dramatically change even if the 60th or 50th percentile is used.
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other hand, ξ̂ has a positive trend. This tends to decrease the Gini coefficient according to (28).
An increasing trend of the Gini coefficient in the U.S. means that the former effect dominates the
latter.

Given those estimates, we compare the inequality indices calculated using data and predicted
by a double-Pareto distribution with estimates of ξ̂ and ζ̂. Panel (a) of Figure 7 (next page)
shows the Gini coefficient. The predicted values closely follow the actual index, though slight
deviation occurs in more recent years. As far as the Gini coefficient is concerned, a double-Pareto
approximation works strikingly well.29 Panels (b) and (c) show the top 1% and 5% income shares.
It is immediately clear that predicted values again closely move together with the data, though
there are differences in levels. Level differences are even clearer for the bottom 30% and 40%
income shares in Panels (d) and (e). They are due to information loss caused by a double-Pareto
approximation. What is remarkable, however, is that the tendency of changes, i.e. the slope, is
preserved for all of those indices. Indeed, the null hypothesis that the slopes of a linear trend
of data and predicted values are the same cannot be rejected even at the 10% level for the Gini
coefficient and the bottom 30% and 40% income shares. Regarding the top 1% and 5% income
shares, although a similar null hypothesis can be rejected at 1% level, the figures suggest that
the data and the approximated series move closely together. Because the purpose of our analysis
is not to explain levels, but changes or trend of the inequality indices, we take a Double-Pareto
distribution as a reasonable approximation of the underlying income distribution for our purposes.

4 Endogenous Growth

The previous sections regarded gE and gI as exogenous and focused on how innovation affects
inequality. In what follows, we endogenize those variables, introducing the reverse channels by
which inequality affects innovation incentives.

4.1 Consumers

As mentioned above, consumers are risk-neutral, hence the interest rate r is equal to the rate of
time preferences. We assume that the price index associated with (1) is one.30 Given these, the
demand for Yj is

Yj =
E

JPj
(31)

where E is consumption expenditure and Pj is the price of Yj .

4.2 Demand for Intermediate Products

Consumption goods j is competitively produced according to (2). Profit maximization requires
that yjipji = YjPJ holds. Hence, a demand function of intermediate product yji is given by

yji =
E

Jpji
(32)

where pji is the price of yji.

29This confirms that the effect of a falling ζ̂ dominates that of an increasing ξ̂ in Panel (b) of Figure 6. Also note
that the Gini coefficient calculated using the data of Piketty et al. (2018) is somewhat higher than those reported
in other sources, summarized in UNU-WIDER (2020).

30One can show that the price index associated with U is e
1
J

∫ J
0 lnPjdj = 1.
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Figure 7: The plots labelled Data are calculated using the same variables in Figure 6. Those
labelled Double Pareto Prediction use ξ̂ and ζ̂ in Figure 6 to calculate (28), (29) and (30).
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4.3 Profits

One unit of intermediate goods is produced with one worker. Intermediate goods are produced
competitively or by monopoly firms. In the latter case, like other Schumpeterian models, firms
charge the price with the quality step λ as a constant markup over the marginal cost, i.e. pji = λw

where w is wage. Therefore, profit per product is Λ
E

J
where Λ ≡ 1− 1

λ
.

4.4 R&D Technology

To enter an intermediate good industry i as a monopoly, an entrepreneur has to be successful

in R&D first. Entrant innovation occurs with a Poisson arrival rate of δE ≡ δE

R1−µ
E

for each

entrepreneur. RE is the total number of entrepreneurs who engage in entrant R&D, and its
presence in the denominator captures the negative congestion externality. Because of free entry,
there are potentially many researchers, and each of them takes RE as given. The Poisson rate for
the economy as a whole is gE = δERE or

gE = δER
µ
E , δE > 0, 0 < µ ≤ 1. (33)

It is equivalent to gE in Section 2.
Recall that entrant R&D is undirected in the sense that an intermediate industry where

innovation is implemented is randomly chosen from all industries i ∈ [0, 1] after innovation. Once
an industry i is chosen, then all goods produced by the previous incumbent monopoly firm in i,
are rendered obsolete. Then, a range of goods with a measure hi < J is randomly selected for
an entrant to start with, and their quality levels increases by a factor λ. An entrepreneur earns
profits hiπ at the time of entry. Any other goods in i are now competitively produced. hi goods
may include those produced by the previous incumbent.

After entry, an entrepreneur turns to incumbent R&D to increase profits further. If successful,
a competitive product in i is randomly picked and its quality rises by a factor λ, increasing the
entrepreneur’s profit by π. We assume that incumbent R&D takes the form of multiple projects,
and a single project runs and is financed out of profit arising from each intermediate goods
production. That is, the number of R&D projects is equivalent to the number of products that
firm produces. Specifically, innovation for each project follows a Poisson process with an arrival
rate of

gIi = δIR
γ
Ii, δI > 0, 0 < γ < 1 (34)

where RIi is the number of workers in each project of a firm operating in industry i.
Now consider the expected change in ni due to incumbent R&D. Given multiple R&D projects,

it changes according to

dni = 1× nigIidt+ 0× ni (1− gIidit) = nigIidt. (35)

Consider the first term of the first equality. A firm runs ni multiple projects, and each generates
an arrival rate gIi. Therefore, nigIidt is equivalent to a flow of innovations during dt, each of
which improves the quality of a good. The second term represents the case where projects fail.
(35) shows that ni grows exponentially on average.
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4.5 R&D Decisions

Let us consider an R&D decision facing an incumbent firm with ni products. Let Vi denote the
value of the incumbent firm. Given (35), define the value of that firm:

Vi (ni) = max
RIi

{
niπidt+ E

[
(1− ρdt) (1− gEdt)Vi (ni (t+ dt)) + Vi (t+ dt)|ni=n̄i

]}
(36)

where
πi ≡ (1− τ) Λ

E

J
− (1− sI)wRIi (37)

is after-tax profit net of R&D expenditure, τ is the corporate tax rate and sI is the rate of subsidy
to incumbent R&D. The second term on the RHS is interpreted as follows. Vi (ni (t+ dt)) is the
value if an additional innovation occurs, and it is realized if no entrant innovation occurs with
the probability of (1− gEdt) during dt. The remaining term (1− ρdt) discounts the future value.
The last term captures capital gains due to growth of E and w which is realized irrespective of
innovation. Appendix F shows that the optimal RIi is defined by

RIi =

(
γδI

1− sI
· V
w

) 1
1−γ

≡ RI ∀ i ∈ [0, 1] (38)

where
V ≡ π

ρ+ gE − gI − gw
(39)

is the value of an incumbent firm per product or V ≡ Vi (ni) /ni and gw is the growth rate of wage
which captures capital gains. The presence of gE in V captures the risk of losing profits, and gI
represents an additional gain from incumbent innovation. Because R&D employment per product
is the same for i ∈ [0, 1] (see (38)), we have πi = π and gIi = gI . The latter is equivalent to gI in
Section 2. RI in (38) is increasing in δI , sI and V/w as expected.

Turning to entrant R&D decisions, recall that hi is a random variable, and so is the value of an
entrant firm because it depends on hi. We therefore distinguish between its ex ante and ex post
values. An ex ante or ex post value of innovation is the one before or after the result of uncertain
R&D, i.e. the value of hi becomes known. In fact, the ex post value per product is equivalent to
V in (39), hence the ex post firm value is given by hiV . Next, let us use v to denote the ex ante
value of entrant innovation. Using the average of hi in (25), v is given by

v = ĥ (ξ)V (40)

because V is the same for all intermediate good industries. Free entry is assumed, and it leads to

δE

R1−µ
E

v = (1− sE)w (41)

where sE is the rate of subsidy for entrant R&D.
To explore how R&D incentives respond to research-related parameters, let us use (38), (40)

and (41) to get

RE

RI
=

[
1− sI
1− sE

· δE
δI

· ĥ (ξ)
γ

] 1
1−γ

(42)

where we assume µ = γ, i.e. the extent of the diminishing returns of entrant and incumbent
R&D is the same for simplicity. This assumption is maintained in what follows.31 The ratio of

31Assuming µ ̸= γ complicates a equilibrium condition without generating an additional insight.
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entrant-to-incumbent R&D workers RE/RI is increasing in (1− sI) δE/ (1− sE) δI . An intuition
goes as follows. An increase in δE or sE encourages entrant R&D, but discourages incumbent
innovations because the risk of losing all profits and existing the market rises. Regarding a higher
δI or sI , it indeed promotes incumbent and entrant innovations because the value of a monopoly
product V increases. However, incumbent R&D incentives are larger than entrants’ to the extent
that RE/RI falls. (42) also shows that the relative R&D employment is increasing in ĥ (ξ), the
average value of h. This is because a higher ĥ (ξ) raises the expected return from entrant R&D,
leading to a greater employment in entrant R&D.

4.6 Labour Market

There are four sources that require workers. First, the number of entrepreneurs earning profits is
1. This is because there is a single monopoly firm run by an entrepreneur in each of intermediate
goods industry i ∈ [0, 1]. Second, workers are used for R&D. Those who engage in entrant R&D is
RE = (gE/δE)

1
µ from (33). In addition, (22) and (23) allow us to write gE = ζ/ (ξ + ζ). Therefore,

RE = (ζ/δE (ξ + ζ))
1
µ ≡ RE (ξ, ζ) is equivalent to entrepreneurs trying to enter the intermediate

goods industry. Incumbent R&D workers per product is similarly calculated from (34) and (22)
as RI = (1/δI (ξ + ζ))

1
γ ≡ RI (ξ, ζ). The total number of workers used for incumbent research is

RIN where N is given in (27). The remaining workers are used for manufacturing, which employs
CZ/J +NZ/Jλ = (J − ΛN)Z/J where Z ≡ E/w. Workers are fully employed for

L = 1 +RE (ξ, ζ) +RI (ξ, ζ)N (ξ, ζ) + [J − ΛN (ξ, ζ)]
Z

J
(43)

5 Steady State Equilibrium

5.1 Growth

Entrant and incumbent innovations improve quality of intermediate products. This manifests itself
in the form of wage growth and utility growth.32 Indeed, Appendix E shows that the following
holds in steady state

gQ ≡ Q̇

Q
=

ẇ

w
=

U̇

U
(44)

where ln (Q) = 1
J

∫ J
0

∫ 1
0 kjididj · ln (λ) and Q is the overall quality index for the whole economy.

Its change during dt is given by

d ln (Q) =
1

J

∫ J

0

∫ 1

0

(
the number of quality
improvement during dt

)
× [(kji + 1)− kji] didj · ln (λ)

Note that the number of innovations, entrant and incumbent, is equivalent to the right-hand side
of (26). Therefore, we have

gQ = (

Entrant
Contribution
︷ ︸︸ ︷
gE ĥ (ξ) +

Incumbent
Contribution
︷ ︸︸ ︷
gIN (ξ, ζ) ) ln (λ) =

ζ

ξ + ζ
N (ξ, ζ) ln (λ) (45)

32See Grossman and Helpman (1991) for example.
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using (22), (12) and (27). The first equality decomposes growth into entrant and incumbent
contributions. The former depends only on the Pareto exponent of the Left distribution ξ because
entrants start from there.

5.2 Equilibrium Conditions

To solve the model, let us first use (12), (33) and (34) to rewrite (42) as

ζ = A

(
ξ

ξ + 1

) γ
1−γ

, A ≡
(
1− sI
1− sE

· h
γ

) γ
1−γ
(
δE
δI

) 1
1−γ

. (46)

We call it the R&D-incentive condition because it captures the optimal R&D decisions of entrant
and incumbent firms. A positive relationship between ζ and ξ is due the fact that the ratio of
entrant-to-incumbent R&D workers RE/RI in (42) is positively related to ξ, as explained above.

The second condition is based on the ex ante value of successful entrant innovation. Using
(37), (39), (40), (41), (43) and (45), one can derive what we call the firm-value condition:

Γ (ξ, ζ) =
δE

1− sE
· ĥ (ξ)

RE (ξ, ζ)1−γΠ(ξ, ζ) (47)

where

Π(ξ, ζ) ≡ (1− τ) Λ
L− 1−RE (ξ, ζ)−RI (ξ, ζ)N (ξ, ζ)

J − ΛN (ξ, ζ)
, (48)

Γ (ξ, ζ) ≡ ρ+
(ζ − 1 + γ)− ζN (ξ, ζ) (lnλ)

ξ + ζ
. (49)

Although Π(ξ, ζ) and Γ (ξ, ζ) look complicated, they have clear interpretations. Π(ξ, ζ) is the
after-tax (gross) profit and Γ (ξ, ζ) is the effective discount rate, both expressed in terms of the
two Pareto exponents.33

(46) and (47) is the system of two equations with two unknowns (ξ, ζ). Note that gE and gI in
equilibrium can be recovered once ξ and ζ are determined, using (22) and (23). Before considering
comparative static analysis, we distinguish two cases, focusing upon a unique equilibrium.34 The
first case is illustrated in Figure 8 where the R&D-incentive condition is steeper than the firm-
value condition at equilibrium.35 In the second case (not shown), the relative slopes are reversed.
In what follows, we focus on the first case because its equilibrium is stable in the following sense.
The R&D-incentive condition is based on the optimal R&D decisions. Incumbents optimally
chose RI , and RE is determined via free entry. In particular, when firms consider whether to
conduct entrant R&D, they take the ex ante value v = ĥ (ξ)V in (40) as given. That is, the
R&D-incentive condition (46) determines ζ, taking ξ as given. On the other hand, the firm-value
condition (47) concerns the ex ante value of entrant innovation, which essentially determines the

33Π(ξ, ζ) is equivalent to (1− τ)
E

Jw
expressed in terms of ξ and ζ. Γ (ξ, ζ) is equivalent to the denominator of

(39).
34Implicitly differentiating the labour market condition (43), we can show that the partial derivative of Z w.r.t.

ξ is negative using the fact that the net profit (37) is positive. The partial derivative of Z w.r.t. ζ, on the other
hand, turns out ambiguous, because a higher ζ raises RE and manufacturing employment, but reduces RI . In what
follows, we assume ∂Z

∂ζ
≥ 0. This assumption implies that a change in manufacturing employment in particular

dominates and seems reasonable given the fact that R&D employment is about 1% in total employment in data
(e.g. see calibration analysis below).

35The R&D-incentives condition always satisfies ζ > 1 for ξ = 1.
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Figure 8: Steady state equilibrium as an intersection point between the
R&D-incentive condition and the firm-value condition. Equilibrium is sta-
ble when the former is steeper than the latter. The line from the origin
passing through the equilibrium point is equivalent to (1− gE) /gE . An
iso-gI curve is defined by (22).

Pareto exponent ξ of the Left distribution where entrant firms start, taking ζ as given. Viewed
this way, equilibrium illustrated in Figure 8 is stable. In addition, calibration analysis below shows
that the stable case is a norm.

5.3 Comparative Statics

Focusing on the stable case in Figure 8, the following summarizes comparative statics results:

Result 1: Following an increase in λ, L or a fall in J , ρ, τ ,
• ξ and ζ decrease.
• gE and gI increase.
• the Gini coefficient increases, the bottom pB income share falls, and

the top pT income share increases.

Result 2: Following an increase in δI or sI ,
• ξ and ζ decrease.
• gE and gI increase.
• the Gini coefficient increases, the bottom pB income share falls, and

the top pT income share increases.

Result 3: Suppose that λ is not too large such that Γ (ξ, ζ)− ρ ≥ 0.
Following an increase in δE or sE ,

• ξ decreases and ζ increases.
• gE and gI change ambiguously.
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• changes in the Gini coefficient increases, the bottom pB income share falls, and
the top pT income share are ambiguous.

Result 4: Suppose sI = sE initially. Following a simultaneous increase in sI and sE ,
• ξ and ζ decrease.
• gE and gI increase.
• the Gini coefficient increases, the bottom pB income share falls, and

the top pT income share increases.

To develop an intuition, note that ξ/ζ = (1− gE) /gE which is equivalent to the slope of a
line from the origin to A0 in Figure 8. Also note that (22) defines an iso-gI contour with the
slope of −1. As we move southwestward in the figure, gI gets higher, and it becomes lower in
the area above the iso-gI locus. Now, consider Result 1. A fall in τ , for example, means that
an after-tax profit per product is larger. This effect manifests itself in a downward shift of the
firm-value condition, moving an equilibrium from A0 to A1. It causes the ratio ξ/ζ to fall, and A1

is located below the iso-gI curve, given that the R&D-incentives condition unaffected. Intuitively,
the tax reduction induces both types of R&D, but its impact on incumbent R&D is greater than
entrant R&D because the effect is realized immediately for incumbents, but in future for entrants
conditional on an R&D success. Such difference results in a fall in ζ. The result also reveals the
inequality-worsening effects of a lower corporate tax, and it is also empirically supported (e.g. see
Nallareddy et al. (2018)). Other parameters are similarly interpreted.

Turning to Result 2, as δI gets larger, the firm-value condition shifts down and the R&D-
incentive condition moves left. As a result, equilibrium moves from A0 to A2. This is because
a higher incumbent R&D productivity boosts an incentive for incumbent R&D. In fact, it also
induces entrant R&D because a higher δI increases the ex ante value of entrant innovation. Those
two effects reduce ξ. In addition, the effect on gI is strong to the extent that ζ falls and inequality
worsens for the same reason explained above. Regarding the subsidy rate of incumbent R&D sI ,
its higher value affects the R&D-incentive condition only, moving equilibrium to A3 in Figure 8.
gE is positively affected for the same reason as in a higher δI .

Result 3 summarizes the effects of entrant R&D productivity improvement and a higher rate
of entrant subsidy. They affect the Pareto exponents differently, hence changes in the inequality
indices are ambiguous. Intuitively, a greater δE and sE makes entrant R&D attractive, resulting
in a higher gE . On the other hand, it increases the risk of losing profits for incumbent firms. This
discourages incumbent R&D. Those effects lead to opposite changes in ξ and ζ. This result leads
us to an interesting observation regarding entry. Jones and Kim (2018) show that entry of new
firms tends to reduce inequality via creative destruction, while entrants can increase inequality
in Aghion et al. (2019) because of higher markups they enjoy. Aghion et al. (2019) also reported
that entrant and incumbent innovations both are positively correlated with top 1% income share.
These findings suggest that firm entry can increase or decrease inequality. Our model is in line
with both of those findings.

In Result 4, a simultaneous increase in the rate of subsidies to incumbent and entrant R&D
is considered. By assumption, the R&D-incentive condition is unaffected, while the firm-value
condition shifts downward. A new equilibrium is given by a point like A1. It is the combination
of the effects caused by a higher sE and sI in Results 2 and 3. This result qualitatively implies
that more generous R&D subsidies may be behind the X inequality relationship.

According to these results, most parameter changes, ceteris paribus, moves the economy to
Areas 1 and 4 in Figure 5. In this sense, our model predicts that those parameter shifts may have
played a role in generating the X inequality relationship. While these are useful insights, they do
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Externally Set Parameters Internally Set Parameters

ρ 0.07 τ 0.30 → 0.20 (changes linearly) J 1.249

γ 0.35 sE 0.05 → 0.20 (changes linearly) δE , δI
h, λ

Panels (c)-(f)
of Figure 9

L 10.0 sI 0.05 → 0.20 (changes linearly)

Table 2: Calibrated parameter values.

not inform us about the extent to which each factor contributed to the X inequality relationship
observed in many countries. To tackle this issue, we next resort to calibration analysis.

6 Calibration

6.1 Strategy

The main purpose of this calibration exercise is to identify underlying factors of the Xinequality
relationship in the U.S. in recent decades. In particular, we quantify their contributions based on
data. Our strategy has two steps.

In the first step, six parameters are set externally, and others are disciplined subject to data.
In particular, we set the latter parameters on the basis of three types of data: (i) the entry rate of
firms, (ii) the share of R&D workers in working population, and (iii) TFP growth. Given the series
of ξ̂ and ζ̂ in Panel (b) of Figure 6, parameters are matched with (i) and (ii) for the 1981-2016
period, and (iii) for the average in the period. By so doing, we basically allow parameter values
to change to be consistent with ξ̂ and ζ̂. In the second step, we let all parameters to change as in
the first step, except for a single parameter which is held fixed at the 1981 level. Shutting down
the effect of a parameter makes it possible to identify the extent to which it contributed to the
X inequality relationship. We conduct this exercise for six parameters of interest to quantify the
individual contribution of parameters to changes in inequality indices.

6.2 Calibrated Values and the Model Fit

Six parameters in Table 2 are externally set. The subjective rate of time preference ρ is set
to 0.07 to roughly mimic the long-run annual rate of return from the stock market. γ is the
parameter which determines the degree of diminishing marginal product of R&D workers for
entrant and incumbent firms. This parameter plays an important role in characterizing the nature
of equilibrium. Kortum (1993) reports point estimates between 0.1 and 0.6. In a more recent
attempt, Acemoglu, Akcigit, Hanley and Kerr (2016) runs a first-difference regression, reporting
0.286-0.455 with the the average of 0.35. They also conduct robustness checks, e.g. by restricting
dataset, and obtain similar values. Acemoglu and Akcigit (2012) use those values for the analysis
of IPR and innovation, and Acemoglu et al. (2018) use 0.5. Given those studies, we set γ = 0.35,
and the result does not dramatically change as long as γ ≤ 0.5. We set the working population
L = 10.0 for the following reason. In our model there are always a measure one of entrepreneurs
earning positive monopoly profits. and those profits can be lower than wage. In this sense,
entrepreneurs in our model are more like self-employed in data. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics
compiles data of self-employed, incorporated and unincorporated both starting in 2000. Its ratio
to the total employment is stable with the average of 10.7% in the 2000-2016 period, implying a
roughly one in 10 are self-employed. L = 10.0 is used in line with this number.
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Regarding a corporate profit tax rate and R&D subsidy rate, we borrow the values that
Akcigit and Ates (2019b) use. They provide a brief historical account for changes in those rates.
Setting the corporate tax at 30% and the subsidy rate at 5% in 1981 in their calibration, the
authors examine declining business dynamism in the US by changing those rates to 20% in 2010,
respectively. Although they use a sophisticated approach of changing those rates over the period,
we adopt a simpler approach of linearly changing them. Incumbent and entrant subsidy rates are
equalized. The remaining parameters are internally set in the following way.

Panel (a) of Figure 9 shows the entry rate of establishments in the U.S, constructed using the
Business Dynamic Statistics compiled by the Census Bureau. It is the ratio of new establishments
to the total number of active establishments in a given year. Its long-run trend is negative,
although it increased in early 1980 and before a steep dive due to the financial crisis in 2008. In
Panel (b), the share of R&D workers is plotted, using the data from the OECD Main Science and
Technology Indicators. It is defined as the ratio of the full-time equivalent number of researchers
to the total employment. In contrast to the rate of firm entry, it steadily increases over the
period. Finally, we also use the TFP growth rates, adjusted for capital utilization and labour
efforts, which are reported in Fernald (2014).

Using those values and given the (ξ, ζ) series in Panel (b) of Figure 5, we set up the system
of four equations to determine four parameters δI , δE , h and λ. The first equation is the rate of
firm entry, which is given by

DataER =
gE ĥ (ξ)

J
=

ζ

ξ + ζ
· ĥ (ξ)

J
. (50)

where DataER is Panel (a) of Figure 9. At each moment, gE number of innovations occur across
i ∈ [0, 1], and each innovation creates ĥ (ξ) number of products. We take those products as
establishments in data. gE ĥ (ξ) is divided by J to make it consistent with the definition of the
data on the LHS, which corresponds to a series in Panel (a) of Figure 9. Rewriting the first
equality using (12) and (22), we can use (50) to pin down the value of h.

Let DataRD denote a series in Panel (b) of Figure 9. Then, the share of R&D workers satisfies
the following condition

DataRD × L = RE (ξ, ζ) +RI (ξ, ζ)N (ξ, ζ) . (51)

The remaining two conditions are the R&D-incentive condition (46) and the firm-value condition
(47) which we use to make parameter values data-consistent. Making use of those, we simultane-
ously determine the values of δI , δE , h and λ over the 1981-2016 period for a given J . Finally,
given these parameter values and using gQ in (45), we set J = 1.249 to match the average annual
TFP growth rate over the period, which is 0.859 from the data. This gives us recalculated values
of δI , δE , h and λ.

The results are shown in Panels (c)-(f) of Figure 9. A noticeable feature is that R&D pro-
ductivity levels, entrant and incumbent both, steadily fell. Importantly, the rate of reduction in
δE is 19.9% which is greater than 16.7% for incumbents. This has the following implication for
inequality. (42) shows that its RHS falls, tending to reduce the ratio of entrant to incumbent
R&D employment. This translates into a reduction of the Right exponent ζ, making the right
tail thicker. In fact, this result captures a falling trend of ζ in Panel (b) of Figure 6. A similar
observation can be made for the Left distribution. Its Pareto exponent is given in (23), which is
increasing in the figure.

h is the maximum initial number of products for entrants, and it fell by 16.2%, comparing the
1981 and 2016 values in Panels (e) of Figure 9. This follows the 20.6% reduction of the firm entry
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Figure 9: Panels (a) and (b) plot data, while calibrated values are shown in Panels (c)-(f).
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Model Data Source

(1) TFP Growth 0.86% 0.86% Fernald (2014)

(2) Rate of Firm Entry 11.70% 11.70% Business Dynamic Statistics,
the US Census Bureau

(3) Share of R&D Workers 0.75% 0.75% OECD Main Science and
Technology Indicators

(4) Size of Innovation 1.023 1.075
Garcia-Macia, Hsieh and Klenow (2019)

(5) Incumbent Contribution
to TFP Growth 61.25% 75.17%

(6) Entrant Contribution
to TFP Growth 38.75% 24.83%

Table 3: The “Model” column shows the 1981-2016 averages. (1)-(3) in the “Data”
columns are the average values in the 1981-2016 period, and those in (4)-(6) give the
average of the three periods, 1983-1993, 1993-2003, 2003-2013.

rate in data. An implication is that the income distribution becomes skew to the right. This
tends to increase inequality, as will be discussed. The size of quality step λ is shown in Panel (f).

Table 3 summarizes the model fit on the basis of the average values. Note that parameter
values are chosen so that the model fits the data for (1)-(3), while (4)-(6) compare the model
prediction with values reportetd in Garcia-Macia et al. (2019). The size of innovation λ is slightly
lower than the value reported, but it falls in the range considered “plausible” by Stokey (1995).36

λ is also the monopoly price markup over marginal cost. Its increasing trend is consistent with the
fact that the markup increased in the US in recent decades, though the level of markup predicted
by our model is small.37 (5) and (6) give the contribution of incumbent and entrant innovations to
TFP growth. Though the model under- (or over-)predicts the incumbent (or entrant) contribution,
those values are roughly in line with the data. In addition, Garcia-Macia et al. (2019) report that
incumbent contribution increased while entrants’ fell in the 1983-2013 period, and this trend is
captured by our model.38 Despite the parsimonious and stylized nature of the model, the fit of the
model seems broadly reasonable. Figure 10 (next page) illustrates an equilibrium in 1981 based
on calibrated parameter values. It shifts northeastward, generating the X inequality relationship,
i.e. a higher Gini coefficient, a lower bottom income share and a higher top income share.

6.3 Quantifying Factors for X Inequality Relationship

Calibrated parameter values used in Table 2 are data-consistent based on the Pareto exponents in
Panel (b) of Figure 6. Put differently, we can reproduce those series of ξ̂ and ζ̂. More importantly,
we can also reproduce Double-Pareto Prediction series of the Gini coefficient and top/bottom
income shares in Panels (a)-(e) of Figure 7, using the R&D-incentive and firm-value conditions
with those calibrated parameter values. Viewed from the model’s perspective, therefore, changes

36Stokey (1995) considers [1.02, 1.6] as a plausible range. Acemoglu and Cao (2015) use 1.1 and 1.2 for simulation,
which are also in the range.

37Evidence cited in Akcigit and Ates (2019a) shows that the markup increases from 20% to 50% between 1980
and 2010.

38According to Garcia-Macia et al. (2019), entrant contribution is 32.3% in 1983-1993 and fell to 19.8% in
2003-2013. In our model, the corresponding percents is 41.6% and 36.3%.
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Figure 10: Based on calibrated values of the parameters, a movement
of equilibrium from 1981 to 2016 is depicted with the R&D-incentive and
firm-value conditions. Contours for a given Gini Coefficient, bottom 40%
income shares and top 10% income shares for 1981 are also shown.

in ξ, ζ and the inequality indices are the results of changing all parameters at the same time.
Given this observation, we quantify the contribution of each parameter to the X relationship,

using a method similar to the one employed in Akcigit and Ates (2019b). We conduct counter-
factual experiments by holding one parameter at the 1981 level at a time, while other parameters
change as documented in Table 2. Inevitably, the inequality indices deviate from the original
series, and such deviation allows us to measure the contribution of a parameter held fixed. We
repeat this process for δE , δI , h, λ, τ and sI = sE . To quantify deviation, we use the following
measures:

Ω1 =
D2016 −Dk

2016

D2016 −D1981
, Ω2 =

1

d

yend∑

y=1981

(
Dy −Dk

y

)

Dyend −D1981
(52)

D refers to the Gini coefficient, the top 10% income share or the bottom 40% income share, and
k is a variable fixed at the 1981 level.39 For example, D2016 is the Gini coefficient in 2016 and
Dk

2016 is the Gini coefficient in 2016 with a variable k is fixed at the 1981 level. d is the number
of years used in the numerator in Ω2. Note that Ω1 measures deviation in 2016, while Ω2 uses
the average of deviation as a measure of the contribution of a variable k.40 Also note that the
larger the value of Ω1 and Ω2, the greater the contribution made by a variable k. If Ω1 or Ω2 is
negative, it means a negative contribution being made by a variable k.

Consider entrant R&D productivity δE . It is best explained using Panel (a) of Figure 11. The
Gini coefficient, the bottom 40% income share and the top 1% income share are shown, and series
labelled “Double-Pareto Prediction” and “Data” are equivalent to those in Panels (a), (b) and (e) of
Figure 7. Series labelled “δE fixed” shows what would happen if the parameter was held constant
at the 1981 level. Consider the left graph. For a constant δE , the Gini coefficient falls rather than
rises. It means that the effect of a reduction of δE is so strong that if it is removed, then the Gini
coefficient follows a clear negative trend. In this sense, a falling δE made a significant contribution

39A similar index is used in Akcigit and Ates (2019b).
40In (52), yend is the end year which may differ for the reason mentioned in Footnote 41.
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Table 4:

Measure: Ω1 D: Double-Pareto Approximated Series

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

δE δI h λ τ sI = sE δE and h
τ and
sI = sE

(7)/(8)

Gini Coefficient 1.66 −3.00 0.67 0.69 0.43 0.55 1.79 0.92 1.94

Top 1% Share 1.64 −3.43 0.68 0.43 0.28 0.35 1.83 0.57 3.24

Bottom 40% Share 1.43 −3.58 0.69 1.32 0.81 1.04 1.28 1.78 0.72

Table 5:

Measure: Ω2 D: Double-Pareto Approximated Series

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

δE δI h λ τ sI = sE δE and h
τ and
sI = sE

(7)/(8)

Gini Coefficient 0.91 −1.75 0.20 0.27 0.22 0.27 0.93 0.92 1.01

Top 1% Share 0.88 −2.07 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.93 0.57 1.64

Bottom 40% Share 0.80 −2.08 0.21 0.54 0.43 0.52 0.73 1.78 0.41

to an increase in the Gini coefficient. A similar pattern arises in the right graph of the top 1%
income share. It would have fallen below 10% in 2010 if entrant R&D productivity had been left
unchanged in 1981. The middle graph shows the bottom 40% income share. A δE-fixed series
is trend-less or has a slightly positive trend, while the Data and Double-Pareto Prediction series
fall. It confirms that a fall in δE had large impacts on different aspects of inequality.

Turning to Panel (b), it shows the case of fixing incumbent R&D productivity δI . In sharp
contrast to δE , the trends of the δI -fixed series are all reversed.41 For example, consider the Gini
coefficient. If δI was fixed at the 1981 level, it would have increased as shown in the left graph. It
means that a decreasing incumbent R&D productivity mitigated inequality measured by the Gini
coefficient. The top 1% share in right graph is similarly interpreted. In the case of the bottom
40% income share in the middle graph, it would have been as low as 4% (ignoring an observation
with less than 1% in 2003) with a δI fixed at the 1981 level. These imply that the worsening of
inequality is mitigated due to a declining incumbent productivity.

An intuition for these results of entrant and incumbent R&D productivity levels is simple. If
δE is kept at the 1981 level, changes in gE become minimal, while a falling δI tends to reduce
gI . As a result, the left and right Pareto exponents ξ = (1− gE) /gI and ζ = gE/gI both tend to
increase. In Figure 5, this means that an economy moves northeastward from A0 for a constant
δE . Fixing δI is the opposite case where equilibrium moves southwestward.

To quantify the contrasting results of fixing δE and δI , let us turn to Columns (1) and (2) of
Table 4. It uses the end-year deviation Ω1 as a measure of contribution with the Double-Pareto
approximated series used for D in (52). The numbers in Column (1) are all positive, while negative

41Data of years after 2008 are all dropped from the figure because they make either ξ less than one or the Gini
coefficient greater than one.
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in Column (2). The same pattern remains in Table 12 with the average cumulative measure Ω2.
These results concerning the relative roles of incumbent/entrant firms are in line Garcia-Macia
et al. (2019) which find a dwindling role of entrant innovation in TFP growth in the 1983-2013
period.

The same quantifying approach is applied to h, λ, τ and sE = sI . Panel (c) of Figure 11 shows
that the h-fixed series are trend-less, though they are more volatile compared with the δE-fixed
series. It means that a falling h has a positive impact on the inequality indices, though its effect
is less than δE , as confirmed in Column (3) of Tables 4 and 5. Panel (a) of Figure 12 shows the
case of the quality step λ. It exhibits a volatile pattern similar to h, and its impacts are also
comparable to h, as Column (4) of the tables confirm. In Panels (b) and (c) of the figure, the
τ -fixed and sE = sI fixed series follow more steady patterns. Visual inspection of the graphs
indicates their significant impacts, which are confirmed in Columns (5) and (6) of Tables 4 and 5.

6.4 Declining Business Dynamism and Policy Changes

Having considered the impacts of each parameter separately, there are two issues that we consider
next. First, how are those parameter changes interact in generating the X inequality relationship?
Do they reinforce or contract each other? Second, the following difference seems to have emerged.
The effects of δE and h on the three inequality indices, documented in Tables 4 and 5 are similar
in magnitude, whereas λ, τ and sI = sE affected the bottom 40% income share more because the
magnitude of their impacts on the bottom share is about twice as large as the top 1% income
share and the Gini coefficient. How do we interpret these results? To address those questions, we
group those parameters (except λ) into two. One group consists of δE and h capturing an aspect
of a declining business dynamism in the U.S., and another group of τ and sI = sE consists of
changing fiscal policy measures.

A declining business dynamism is characterized by a falling pace of startups and new busi-
nesses with an increasing share of older firms. As Acemoglu et al. (2018) argue, it would lead
to adverse impacts on growth and productivity because it means a slower pace of reallocation of
resources from less efficient to more efficient businesses. To the extent that new firms’ innovations,
involving job creation and destruction, are important to productivity growth, a declining busi-
ness dynamism, observed in the U.S. at least since 1980, is a serious concern to policy makers.42

Evidently, data show that an incentive for new firms to enter the market declined. In particular,
according to Decker et al. (2014), a declining business dynamism is observed in almost all sec-
tors and all geographic regions, though variations exist.43 Whatever factors working behind the
phenomenon, it is captured by a falling δE and h in our model. To assess the contribution of a
declining business dynamism to the X inequality relationship, let us apply the method used above.
That is, we fix those two parameters at the 1981 level and change others. The results are shown
in Column (7) of Tables 4 and 5. The magnitude of the impacts are certainly large. However,
compared with δE , an increase in the magnitude is not particularly dramatic. In addition, the
magnitude even slightly fell for the bottom 40% income share. What it suggests is that δE and
h have a relatively large “substitutability” in explaining the X inequality relationship, especially

42Startup firms account for about 20 percent of total job creation (see Decker et al. (2014)).
43As factors that are not sector-specific and region-specific, Decker et al. (2014) suggest regulation increasing

adjustment costs (e.g.Gutiérrez, Jones and Philippon (2019)) and technological progress plus globalization favoring
big businesses. Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda (2016a) refer to network externalities which work in favor
of big firms, and Akcigit and Ates (2019b) argue that a slower knowledge diffusion from frontier firms to lagging
firms is a possible cause. Astebro, Braguinsky and Ding (2020) report that an increasing burden of knowledge in
R&D and management discouraged startups, again favoring big firms, while population growth slowdown is cited
as an important factor in Peters and Walsh (2019).
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for the bottom income share.
Let us turn to the fiscal policy τ and sI = sE . Akcigit and Ates (2019b) consider changes in

the fiscal policy as a possible cause for a declining business dynamism. According to the study,
the U.S. went through major tax system overhauls in the 1980s with a substantial reduction of
a statutory corporate tax rate. They also showed that an effective tax rate, which takes into
account various tax benefits and determines actual tax bills, also dramatically fell. Akcigit and
Ates (2019b) also explains an increasing intervention in supporting R&D in the period. The US
government began a federal R&D tax credit in 1981, and in the next year state-level support
started in Minnesota and spread to other states. Major recipients were incumbent firms because
taxable profits were needed for the tax credit. In order to quantify their contribution to the X
inequality relationship, τ and sI = sE are held fixed at the 1981 level, letting other parameters
change. Consider Column (8) of Table 4 first. The magnitude increases nearly in a linear way in
the sense that summing the numbers in (5) and (6) approximately gives the magnitude in Column
(8). In Table 5, on the other hand, the result is more dramatic because of the cumulative nature
of the index Ω2. The number in (8) is nearly twice as large as the sum of (5) and (6). In this
sense, those policy measures are “complimentary” and their changes reinforce the effects of the
other .

Given the above discussion, two results stand out. The effect of a declining business dynamism
seems to have generated a larger impact on the Gini coefficient than the fiscal policy changes,
though their impacts are comparable when the cumulative index Ω2 is used in Table 5. Second,
Column (9) shows the ratio of (7) over (8). It indicates that the top income share is more affected
by a declining business dynamism, and the bottom income share by the policy changes. In this
sense, the two factors operated on different aspects of inequality to a different degree.

7 Conclusion

Inequality can be measured in different ways. The Gini coefficient and the top/bottom income
shares are often used in the literature. The Gini coefficient is a summary measure of the entire
distribution and the income shares show how the chosen part of the distribution changes relative
to the whole distribution. Although they show different aspects of inequality, data show that
they are systematically related. That is, the Gini coefficient is negatively related to the bottom
pB% income share and positively to the top pT% income share, giving rise to what we call the
X inequality relationship. It is certainly intuitive that they are related in an observed way, but
equations remain. How do we explain it? What economic forces are working behind?

We explore these issues by constructing a Schumpeterian growth model which gives rise to a
double-Pareto distribution of income as a result of entrant and incumbent innovations. A double-
Pareto income distribution allows us to develop iso-Gini loci and iso-income share schedules in
a tractable way. In equilibrium, the rates of incumbent and entrant innovations determine the
Left and Right Pareto exponents, which in turn characterize a market equilibrium. Comparative
statics analysis shows that changes of most parameters generate the X inequality relationship.
The results imply that incumbent and entrant innovations play an important role in generating
the X inequality relationship.

We also used the model to quantify the underlying factors behind the relationship in the
U.S. via calibration. Making use of innovation-related data to pin down parameter values, we
consider the impact of each parameter on equality indices. We found that the largest impact was
caused by deterioration of entrant R&D productivity. Calibration also shows a fall in incumbent
R&D productivity, which was found to mitigate inequality. These contrasting results highlight
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the important roles played by different types of innovations behind the X inequality relationship.
In addition, we also grouped parameters into two; one capturing fiscal policy changes and the
other for a declining business dynamism. Both are certainly important in understanding the X
inequality relationship. But the latter seems to be have a particularly important implication,
because some studies (e.g. Fikri et al. (2017) and Furman and Orszag (2018)) point out that a
declining business dynamism is behind an increasing inequality in the U.S.

Our calibration analysis focuses upon the U.S. only. But, the X inequality relationship holds
in other countries. Furthermore, Calvino, Criscuolo and Verlhac (2020) provides evidence of
a declining business dynamism being “pervasive” in many countries. Our result indicates the
possibility that those two phenomena are related in those economies as well.
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Appendix A Derivation of (22)

Footnote 21 gives fL (z) = CLz
ζ−1 where CL = ξζ

(ξ+ζ)zξ . It is the number of entrepreneurs at z in the left
distribution. Define Tz as the time period just required for them to reach z, starting from z. Then their
number after Tz falls to

fL (z) e−gETz (53)

because some exit due to entrant innovations. Now consider an entrant which innovates at tz with h. Her
profit at t ≥ tz is given by z = egI(t−tz)hz where egI(t−tz)h ≤ 1. After Tz, it increases to z = z, at which

egITzh = h ⇒ Tz = − ln z
z

gI
. (54)

Substituting (54) into (53) yields CL

zζ z
ξ+ζ−1, which is the number of entrepreneurs who reach z starting

from z. Integrating it from 0 to z yields the flow of entrepreneurs reaching z

∫ z

0

CL

zζ
zξ+ζ−1dz =

ξζ

(ξ + ζ)
2 .
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Equating it to gEFR (z) and using (16) yields (22).

Appendix B Derivation of (28) and Iso-Gini Contours

Using (24), first calculate the total net profit which is also equal to the average net profit

Ztotal =

∫ ∞

0

zf (z) dz =
ξζ

(ξ + 1) (ζ − 1)
z (55)

where f (z) is given in footnote 21. Then, the Gini coefficient G is defined by

ZtotalG =

∫ ∞

0

F (z) [1− F (z)] dz = GL (z) +GR (z)

where

GL (z) =

∫ z

0

ζ

ξ + ζ

(z
z

)ξ [
1− ζ

ξ + ζ

(z
z

)ξ]
dz

= z
ξζ

(ξ + ζ)
2 · 2ξ + 1 + ζ

(ξ + 1) (2ξ + 1)

and

GR (z) =

∫ ∞

z

[
1− ξ

ξ + ζ

(z
z

)−ζ
]

ξ

ξ + ζ

(z
z

)−ζ

dz

= z
ξζ

(ξ + ζ)
2 · ξ + 2ζ − 1

(ζ − 1) (2ζ − 1)

after tedious rearrangement. Now, making use of GL (z̄) and GR (z̄), the Gini coefficient is re-expressed
as (28) (again after tedious rearrangement).

To calculate the slope of an iso-Gini contour, note that

∂G

∂ξ
= − 2ζ (ζ − 1) (2ζ + 4ξ + 1)

(ξ + ζ)
2
(2ζ − 1) (2ξ + 1)

2 < 0,

∂G

∂ζ
= − 2ξ (ξ + 1) (4ζ + 2ξ − 1)

(ξ + ζ)
2
(2ζ − 1)

2
(2ξ + 1)

< 0.

These allow us to derive the following:

dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
G=G

= − ξ (ξ + 1) (2ξ + 1) (4ζ + 2ξ − 1)

ζ (ζ − 1) (2ζ − 1) (2ζ + 4ξ + 1)
< 0 (56)

To show convexity of an iso-Gini curve, define b ≡ ξ
ζ so that

dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
G=G

= −b2
(ξ + 1) (2ξ + 1) [4ξ + b (2ξ − 1)]

(ξ − b) (2ξ − b)
(
2 ξ
b + 4ξ + 1

) .

One can easily show ∂
∂b

(
− dξ

dζ

∣∣∣
G=G

)
> 0, establishing the desired result.
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Appendix C Derivation of (29) and (30)

First note p̄ = F (z̄) = ζ
ξ+ζ and the total income Ztotal is defined in (55). Now define the bottom percentile

pB ≤ p̄ such that pB = F (z (pB)) where z (pB) is net profit at pB . This definition gives

z (pB) = z

(
ξ + ζ

ζ
pB

) 1
ξ

.

Using this result, calculate the cumulative income up to z (pB)

Z (pB) =

∫ z(pB)

0

zf (z) dz =
ξζ

(ξ + ζ) (ξ + 1)

(
ξ + ζ

ζ
pB

)1+ 1
ξ

z.

Then, the bottom 100pB% income share is defined by SB = ZL(pB)
Ztotal

, which gives (29). It is straightforward
to calculate the slope of SB

dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
Bottom

= −
∂SB

∂ζ

∂SB

∂ξ

= −
ξ(ξ+1)
ζ(ζ−1)

1 +
(
1 + ζ

ξ

)
LB (pB , ξ, ζ)

(57)

where LB (pB , ξ, ζ) = log 1

p(1+ ξ
ζ )

> 0 because

pB

(
1 +

ξ

ζ

)
< p̄

(
1 +

ξ

ζ

)
=

ζ

ξ + ζ

(
1 +

ξ

ζ

)
= 1.

Convexity can also be shown, but omitted.
Next, define the top percentile 1− pT for pT ≥ p̄ such that pT = F (z (pT )) where z (pT ) is net profit

at pT . This definition gives

z (pT ) = z

(
ξ + ζ

ξ
(1− pT )

)− 1
ζ

.

Calculate the cumulative income up to z (pT )

Z (pT ) =

∫ z(pT )

0

zf (z) dz =
ξζ

(ξ + ζ) (ζ − 1)
z

{
ξ + ζ

ξ + 1
−
(
ξ + ζ

ξ
(1− pT )

)1− 1
ζ

}
.

Then, the top 100 (1− pT )% income share is defined by ST = 1− Z(pT )
Ztotal

, which gives (30). Its slope is

dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
Top

= −
∂ST

∂ζ

∂ST

∂ξ

= − ξ (ξ + 1)

ζ (ζ − 1)

[
1 +

(
1 +

ξ

ζ

)
LT (1− pB , ξ, ζ)

]
(58)

where LT (1− pT , ξ, ζ) = log 1

(1−pT )(1+ ζ
ξ )

> 0 because

(1− pT )

(
1 +

ζ

ξ

)
< (1− p̄)

(
1 +

ζ

ξ

)
=

ξ

ξ + ζ

(
1 +

ζ

ξ

)
= 1.

Convexity can also be shown, but omitted. Comparing (57) and (58) confirms
∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB<p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣ <
∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pT>p

Top

∣∣∣∣∣ .
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Appendix D Relative Slopes of Iso-Gini, Iso-SB and Iso-ST Curves

Using (57), one can easily confirm that

∂

∂pB

(∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB<p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣

)
> 0. (59)

It means that an iso-SB curve pivots anti-clockwise around a given (ξ, ζ) with a lower pB . Similarly, using
(58),

∂

∂pT

(∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pT>p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣

)
> 0 (60)

which implies that an iso-ST contour pivots clockwise around a given (ξ, ζ) as pT becomes larger. Also
note that

dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB=p

Bottom
=

dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pT=p

Top
= − ξ (ξ + 1)

ζ (ζ − 1)
.

from (57) and (58).
Now, using (56)

∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
G=G

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB=p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣ =
4ξ (ξ + 1) (ξ + ζ)

ζ (ζ − 1) (2ζ − 1) (2ζ + 4ξ + 1)
(ζ + 1− ξ)

This shows that there are two possible cases:

Case 1:
∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
G=G

∣∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB=p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣ for ζ + 1 ≥ ξ

Case 2:
∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
G=G

∣∣∣∣ <
∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB=p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣ for ζ + 1 < ξ

First consider Case 1. (60) means that an increase in pT makes an iso-ST curve pivots clockwise. Hence,
if pT increases sufficiently and pB falls only slightly, then

∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB<p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣ <
∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
G=G

∣∣∣∣ <
∣∣∣∣∣
dξ

dζ

∣∣∣∣
pB>p

Bottom

∣∣∣∣∣ (61)

arises. Turning to Case 2, if pB decreases sufficiently and pT rises only slightly, then (61) holds.

Appendix E Growth Rate

First, consider utility maximization with the Lagrangian equation

L = e
1
J

∫ J
0

lnYjdj + µ

[
E −

∫ J

0

PjYjdj

]
.

The F.O.C is U
JYj

= µPj . Using this and the budget constraint gives (31). Substituting this back into (1)
gives

U =
E

JPU
(62)

where
PU = e

1
J

∫ J
0

lnPjdj = 1 (63)
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is the price index which we normalize to one.
Next consider profit maximization of final output producers:

ΠY j = Pje
∫ 1
0
ln qijyijdi −

∫ 1

0

pijyijdi.

The F.O.C. is Pj

yij
e
∫ 1
0
ln qijyijdi = pij , which gives PjYj = pijyij and hence (32). Plug this into (2) with the

highest quality levels to obtain the price index in final output industry j:

lnPj =

∫ 1

0

ln pijdi−
∫ 1

0

ln qijdi.

Substitute this into (63) and rewrite the resulting equation with pji = λw for monopoly products and
pji = w for competitive goods, we obtain

1 =
w

Q
e

N
J lnλ (64)

It means Q̇
Q = ẇ

w . This together with (62) and (63) also means Q̇
Q = U̇

U .

Appendix F Endogenizing gI

Rewrite (36) as

0 = max
ni(t)

{
ni (t)

[
(1− τ) ΛE

J − (1− sI)wRIi (t)
]

+V ′
i (ni (t)) δIRIi (t)

γ
ni (t)− (ρ+ gE)Vi (n (t)) + V̇i (t)

}

The F.O.C. is

RIi (t) =

(
V ′
i (ni (t)) γδI
(1− sI)w

) 1
1−γ

Assume V = Vi (ni) /ni. Then, the F.O.C. is reduced to (38). Using (38), rewrite (36) to give (39).
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